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Abstract

We give highly efficient algorithms, and almost matching lower bounds, for a range of basic statistical
problems that involve testing and estimating theL1 (total variation) distance between twok-modal distributions
p andq over the discrete domain{1, . . . , n}. More precisely, we consider the following four problems: given
sample access to an unknownk-modal distributionp,

TESTING IDENTITY TO A KNOWN OR UNKNOWN DISTRIBUTION:
1. Determine whetherp = q (for an explicitly givenk-modal distributionq) versusp is ǫ-far fromq;
2. Determine whetherp = q (whereq is available via sample access) versusp is ǫ-far fromq;

ESTIMATING L1 DISTANCE (“ TOLERANT TESTING”) AGAINST A KNOWN OR UNKNOWN DISTRIBUTION:
3. ApproximatedTV (p, q) to within additiveǫ whereq is an explicitly givenk-modal distributionq;
4. ApproximatedTV (p, q) to within additiveǫ whereq is available via sample access.

For each of these four problems we give sub-logarithmic sample algorithms, that we show are tight up to
additivepoly(k) and multiplicativepolylog logn + polylogk factors. Thus our bounds significantly improve
the previous results of [BKR04], which were for testing identity of distributions (items (1) and (2) above) in
the special casesk = 0 (monotone distributions) andk = 1 (unimodal distributions) and requiredO((log n)3)
samples.

As our main conceptual contribution, we introduce a new reduction-based approach for distribution-testing
problems that lets us obtain all the above results in a unifiedway. Roughly speaking, this approach enables us to
transform various distribution testing problems fork-modal distributions over{1, . . . , n} to the corresponding
distribution testing problems for unrestricted distributions over a much smaller domain{1, . . . , ℓ} whereℓ =
O(k logn).
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1 Introduction

Given samples from a pair of unknown distributions, the problem of “identity testing”—that is, distinguishing
whether the two distributions arethe sameversus significantly different—and, more generally, the problem of
estimating theL1 distance between the distributions, is perhapsthe most fundamental statistical task. Despite a
long history of study, by both the statistics and computer science communities, the sample complexities of these
basic tasks were only recently established. Identity testing, given samples from a pair of distributions of support[n],
can be done using̃O(n2/3) samples [BFR+00], and this upper bound is optimal up topolylog(n) factors [Val08a].
Estimating theL1 distance (“tolerant testing”) between distributions of support [n] requiresΘ(n/ log n) samples,
and this is tight up to constant factors [VV11a, VV11b]. The variants of these problems when one of the two
distributions is explicitly given requirẽΘ(

√
n) samples for identity testing [BFF+01] andΘ(n/ log n) samples for

L1 distance estimation [VV11a, VV11b] respectively.
While it is surprising that these tasks can be performed using a sublinear number of samples, for many real-

world applications using
√
n, n2/3, or n

logn samples is still impractical. As these bounds characterizeworst-
case instances, one might hope that drastically better performance may be possible for many settings typically
encountered in practice. Thus, a natural research direction, which we pursue in this paper, is to understand how
structural properties of the distributions in question maybe leveraged to yield improved sample complexities.

In this work we consider monotone, unimodal, and more generally k-modal distributions. Monotone, uni-
modal, and bimodal distributions abound in the natural world. The distribution of many measurements—heights
or weights of members of a population, concentrations of various chemicals in cells, parameters of many atmo-
spheric phenomena–often belong to this class of distributions. Because of their ubiquity, much work in the natural
sciences rests on the analysis of such distributions (for example, on November 1, 2011 a Google Scholar search for
the exact phrase “bimodal distribution” in the bodies of papers returned more than 90,000 hits). Though perhaps
not as pervasive,k-modal distributions for larger values ofk commonly arise as mixtures of unimodal distributions
and are natural objects of study. On the theoretical side, motivated by the many applications, monotone, unimodal,
andk-modal distributions have been intensively studied in the probability and statistics literatures for decades, see
e.g. [Gre56, Rao69, BBBB72, CKC83, Gro85, Bir87a, Bir87b, Kem91, Fou97, CT04, JW09].

1.1 Our results. Our main results are algorithms, and nearly matching lower bounds, that give a complete picture
of the sample complexities of identity testing and estimatingL1 distance for monotone andk-modal distributions.
We obtain such results in both the setting where the two distributions are given via samples, and the setting where
one of the distributions is given via samples and the other isdescribed explicitly.

All our results have the nature of a reduction: performing these tasks onk-modal distributions over[n] turns
out to have almost exactly the same sample complexities as performing the corresponding tasks onarbitrary
distributions over[k log n]. For any small constantk (or evenk = O((log n)1/3)) and arbitrarily small constantǫ,
all our results are tight to within eitherpolylog log n or polylog log log n factors. See Table 1 for the new sample
complexity upper and lower bounds for the monotone andk-modal tasks; see Section 2 for the (exponentially
higher) sample complexities of the general-distribution tasks on which our results rely. While our main focus is
on sample complexity rather than running time, we note that all of our algorithms run inpoly(log n, k, 1/ǫ) bit
operations (note that even reading a single sample from a distribution over[n] takeslog n bit operations).

We view the equivalence between the sample complexity of each of the above tasks on a monotone or unimodal
distribution of domain[n] and the sample complexity of the same task on an unrestricteddistribution of domain
[log n] as a surprising result, because such an equivalencefails to hold for related estimation tasks. For example,
consider the task of distinguishing whether a distributionon [n] is uniform versus far from uniform. For general
distributions this takesΘ(

√
n) samples, so one might expect the corresponding problem for monotone distributions

to need
√
log n samples; in fact, however, one can test this with aconstantnumber of samples, by simply comparing

the empirically observed probability masses of the left andright halves of the domain. An example in the other
direction is the problem of finding a constant additive estimate for the entropy of a distribution. On domains of
size[n] this can be done in n

logn samples, and thus one might expect to be able to estimate entropy for monotone

distributions on[n] using logn
log logn samples. Nevertheless, it is not hard to see thatΩ(log2 n) samples are required.
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Testing problem Our upper bound Our lower bound

p, q are both monotone:

Testing identity,q is known: O
(
(log n)1/2 (log log n) · ǫ−5/2

)
Ω
(
(log n)1/2

)

Testing identity,q is unknown: O
(
(log n)2/3 · (log log n) · ǫ−10/3

)
Ω

((
logn

log logn

)2/3
)

EstimatingL1 distance,q is known: O
(

logn
log logn · ǫ−3

)
Ω
(

logn
log logn·log log logn

)

EstimatingL1 distance,q is unknown: O
(

logn
log logn · ǫ−3

)
Ω
(

logn
log logn·log log logn

)

p, q are both k-modal:

Testing identity,q is known: O
(
k2

ǫ4 + (k logn)1/2

ǫ3 · log
(
k logn

ǫ

))
Ω
(
(k log n)1/2

)

Testing identity,q is unknown: O
(
k2

ǫ4
+ (k logn)2/3

ǫ10/3
· log

(
k logn

ǫ

))
Ω

((
k logn

log(k logn)

)2/3
)

EstimatingL1 distance,q is known: O
(
k2

ǫ4
+ k logn

log(k logn) · ǫ−4
)

Ω
(

k logn
log(k logn)·log log(k logn)

)

EstimatingL1 distance,q is unknown: O
(
k2

ǫ4
+ k logn

log(k logn) · ǫ−4
)

Ω
(

k logn
log(k logn)·log log(k logn)

)

Table 1: Our upper and lower bounds for identity testing andL1 estimation. In the table we omit a “log(1/δ)” term
which is present in all our upper bounds for algorithms whichgive the correct answer with probability1 − δ. For
the “testing identity” problems, our lower bounds are for distinguishing whetherp = q versusdTV (p, q) > 1/2
with success probability2/3. For estimatingL1 distance, our bounds are for estimatingdTV (p, q) to within ±ǫ,
for anyk = O(n1/2), with the lower bounds corresponding to success probability 2/3.

The reduction-like techniques which we use to establish both our algorithmic results and our lower bounds
(discussed in more detail in Section 1.2 below) reveal an unexpected relationship between the class ofk-modal
distributions of support[n] and the class of general distributions of support[k log n]. We hope that this reduction-
based approach may provide a framework for the discovery of other relationships that will be useful in future work
in the extreme sublinear regime of statistical property estimation and property testing.

Comparison with prior work. Our results significantly extend and improve upon the previous algorithmic results
of Batu et al [BKR04] for identity testing of monotone or unimodal (k = 1) distributions, which requiredO(log3 n)
samples. More recently, [DDS11] established the sample complexity of learning k-modal distributions to be
essentiallyΘ(k log(n)ǫ−3). Such a learning algorithm easily yields a testing algorithm with the same sample
complexity for all four variants of the testing problem (onecan simply run the learner twice to obtain hypotheses
p̂ andq̂ that are sufficiently close top andq respectively, and output accordingly).

While the [DDS11] result can be applied to our testing problems (though giving suboptimal results), we stress
that the ideas underlying [DDS11] and this paper are quite different. The [DDS11] paper learns ak-modal distri-
bution by using a known algorithm for learning monotone distributions [Bir87b]k times in a black-box manner;
the notion ofreducing the domain size—which we view as central to the results and contributions ofthis paper—is
nowhere present in [DDS11]. By contrast, the focus in this paper is on introducing the use of reductions as a
powerful (but surprisingly, seemingly previously unused)tool in the development of algorithms for basic statistical
tasks on distributions, which, at least in this case, is capable of giving essentially optimal upper and lower bounds
for natural restricted classes of distributions.

1.2 Techniques.Our main conceptual contribution is a new reduction-based approach that lets us obtain all our
upper and lower bounds in a clean and unified way. The approachworks by reducing the monotone andk-modal
distribution testing problems to general distribution testing and estimation problemsover a much smaller domain,
and vice versa. For the monotone case this smaller domain is essentially of sizelog(n)/ǫ, and for thek-modal case
the smaller domain is essentially of sizek log(n)/ǫ2. By solving the general distribution problems over the smaller
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domain using known results we get a valid answer for the original (monotone ork-modal) problems over domain
[n]. More details on our algorithmic reduction are given in Section A.

Conversely, our lower bound reduction lets us reexpress arbitrary distributions over a small domain[ℓ] by
monotone (or unimodal, ork-modal, as required) distributions over an exponentially larger domain, while pre-
serving many of their features with respect to theL1 distance. Crucially, this reduction allows one tosimulate
drawing samples from the larger monotone distribution given access to samples from the smaller distribution, so
that a known impossibility result for unrestricted distributions on[ℓ] may be leveraged to yield a corresponding
impossibility result for monotone (or unimodal, ork-modal) distributions on the exponentially larger domain.

The inspiration for our results is an observation of Birgé [Bir87b] that given a monotone-decreasing probability
distribution over[n], if one subdivides[n] into an exponentially increasing series of consecutive sub-intervals, the
ith having size(1 + ǫ)i, then if one replaces the probability mass on each interval with a uniform distribution on
that interval, the distribution changes by onlyO(ǫ) in total variation distance. Further, given such a subdivision of
the support intolog1+ǫ(n) intervals, one may essentially treat the original monotonedistribution as essentially a
distribution over these intervals, namely a distribution of supportlog1+ǫ(n). In this way, one may hope to reduce
monotone distribution testing or estimation on[n] to general distribution testing or estimation on a domain ofsize
log1+ǫ(n), and vice versa. See Section B for details.

For the monotone testing problems the partition into subintervals is constructed obliviously (without drawing
any samples or making any reference top or q of any sort) – for a given value ofǫ the partition is the same for all
non-increasing distributions. For thek-modal testing problems, constructing the desired partition is significantly
more involved. This is done via a careful procedure which usesk2 · poly(1/ǫ) samples1 from p andq and uses the
oblivious decomposition for monotone distributions in a delicate way. This construction is given in Section C.

2 Notation and Preliminaries

2.1 Notation. We write [n] to denote the set{1, . . . , n}, and for integersi ≤ j we write [i, j] to denote the set
{i, i + 1, . . . , j}. We consider discrete probability distributions over[n], which are functionsp : [n]→ [0, 1] such
that

∑n
i=1 p(i) = 1. ForS ⊆ [n] we writep(S) to denote

∑
i∈S p(i). We use the notationP for thecumulative

distribution function (cdf)corresponding top, i.e.P : [n]→ [0, 1] is defined byP (j) =
∑j

i=1 p(i).
A distributionp over[n] is non-increasing (resp. non-decreasing) ifp(i+1) ≤ p(i) (resp.p(i+1) ≥ p(i)), for

all i ∈ [n−1]; p is monotoneif it is either non-increasing or non-decreasing. Thus the “orientation” of a monotone
distribution is either non-decreasing (denoted↑) or non-increasing (denoted↓).

We call a nonempty intervalI = [a, b] ⊆ [2, n − 1] a max-intervalof p if p(i) = c for all i ∈ I and
max{p(a− 1), p(b+1)} < c. Analogously, amin-intervalof p is an intervalI = [a, b] ⊆ [2, n− 1] with p(i) = c
for all i ∈ I andmin{p(a − 1), p(b + 1)} > c. We say thatp is k-modal if it has at mostk max-intervals and
min-intervals. We note that according to our definition, what is usually referred to as a bimodal distribution is a
3-modal distribution.

Let p, q be distributions over[n] with corresponding cdfsP,Q. The total variation distancebetweenp andq
is dTV (p, q) := maxS⊆[n] |p(S)− q(S)| = (1/2)

∑
i∈[n] |p(i)− q(i)|. TheKolmogorov distancebetweenp andq

is defined asdK(p, q) := maxj∈[n] |P (j)−Q(j)| . Note thatdK(p, q) ≤ dTV (p, q).
Finally, asub-distributionis a functionq : [n]→ [0, 1] which satisfies

∑n
i=1 q(i) ≤ 1. Forp a distribution over

[n] andI ⊆ [n], therestriction ofp to I is the sub-distributionpI defined bypI(i) = p(i) if i ∈ I andpI(i) = 0
otherwise. Likewise, we denote bypI the conditional distribution ofp on I, i.e. pI(i) = p(i)/p(I) if i ∈ I and
pI(i) = 0 otherwise.

2.2 Basic tools from probability. We will require theDvoretzky-Kiefer-Wolfowitz (DKW) inequality([DKW56])
from probability theory. This basic fact says thatO(1/ǫ2) samples suffice to learn any distribution within errorǫ
with respect to theKolmogorov distance. More precisely, letp be any distribution over[n]. Givenm independent

1Intuitively, the partition must be finer in regions of higherprobability density; for non-increasing distributions (for example) this region
is at the left side of the domain, but for generalk-modal distributions, one must draw samples to discover thehigh-probability regions.
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sampless1, . . . , sm drawn fromp : [n]→ [0, 1], theempirical distributionp̂m : [n]→ [0, 1] is defined as follows:
for all i ∈ [n], p̂m(i) = |{j ∈ [m] | sj = i}|/m. The DKW inequality states that form = Ω((1/ǫ2) · ln(1/δ)),
with probability 1 − δ the empirical distribution̂pm will be ǫ-close top in Kolmogorov distance. This sample
bound is asymptotically optimal and independent of the support size.

Theorem 1([DKW56, Mas90]). For all ǫ > 0, it holds:Pr[dK(p, p̂m) > ǫ] ≤ 2e−2mǫ2 .

Another simple result that we will need is the following, which is easily verified from first principles:

Observation 1. Let I = [a, b] be an interval and letuI denote the uniform distribution overI. Let pI denote a
non-increasing distribution overI. Then for every initial intervalI ′ = [a, b′] of I, we haveuI(I ′) ≤ pI(I

′).

2.3 Testing and estimation for arbitrary distribution Our testing algorithms work by reducing to known algo-
rithms for testing arbitrary distributions over anℓ-element domain. We will use the following well known results:

Theorem 2(testing identity, known distribution [BFF+01]). Let q be an explicitly given distribution over[ℓ]. Let
p be an unknown distribution over[ℓ] that is accessible via samples. There is a testing algorithmTEST-IDENTITY-
KNOWN(p, q, ǫ, δ) that usessIK(ℓ, ǫ, δ) := O(ℓ1/2 log(ℓ)ǫ−2 log(1/δ)) samples fromp and has the following
properties:

• If p ≡ q then with probability at least1− δ the algorithm outputs “accept;” and

• If dTV (p, q) ≥ ǫ then with probability at least1− δ the algorithm outputs “reject.”

Theorem 3 (testing identity, unknown distribution [BFR+10]). Let p and q both be unknown distributions over
[ℓ] that are accessible via samples. There is a testing algorithm TEST-IDENTITY-UNKNOWN(p, q, ǫ, δ) that uses
sIU(ℓ, ǫ, δ) := O(ℓ2/3 log(ℓ/δ)ǫ−8/3) samples fromp andq and has the following properties:

• If p ≡ q then with probability at least1− δ the algorithm outputs “accept;” and

• If dTV (p, q) ≥ ǫ then with probability at least1− δ the algorithm outputs “reject.”

Theorem 4(L1 estimation [VV11b]). Letp be an unknown distribution over[ℓ] that is accessible via samples, and
let q be a distribution over[ℓ] that is either explicitly given, or accessible via samples.There is an estimatorL1-
ESTIMATE(p, q, ǫ, δ) that, with probability at least1−δ, outputs a value in the interval(dTV (p, q)−ǫ, dTV (p, q)+

ǫ). The algorithm usessE(ℓ, ǫ, δ) := O
(

ℓ
log ℓ · ǫ−2 log(1/δ)

)
samples.

3 Testing and Estimating Monotone Distributions

3.1 Oblivious decomposition of monotone distributionsOur main tool for testing monotone distributions is
anoblivious decompositionof monotone distributions that is a variant of a construction of Birgé [Bir87b]. As we
will see it enables us to reduce the problem of testing a monotone distribution to the problem of testing an arbitrary
distribution over a much smaller domain.

Before stating the decomposition, some notation will be helpful. Fix a distributionp over[n] and a partition of
[n] into disjoint intervalsI := {Ii}ℓi=1. Theflattened distribution(pf )I corresponding top andI is the distribution
over [n] defined as follows: forj ∈ [ℓ] andi ∈ Ij , (pf )I(i) =

∑
t∈Ij

p(t)/|Ij |. That is,(pf )I is obtained from

p by averaging the weight thatp assigns to each interval over the entire interval. Thereduced distribution(pr)I

corresponding top andI is the distribution over[ℓ] that assigns theith point the weightp assigns to the interval
Ii; i.e., for i ∈ [ℓ], we have(pr)I(i) = p(Ii). Note that ifp is non-increasing then so is(pf )I , but this is not
necessarily the case for(pr)I .

The following simple lemma, proved in Section A, shows why reduced distributions are useful for us:

Definition 1. Let p be a distribution over[n] and letI = {Ii}ℓi=1 be a partition of[n] into disjoint intervals. We
say thatI is a (p, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n] if dTV (p, (pf )

I) ≤ ǫ.
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Lemma 2. LetI = {Ii}ℓi=1 be a partition of[n] into disjoint intervals. Suppose thatp andq are distributions over
[n] such thatI is both a(p, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n] and is also a(q, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n]. Then∣∣dTV (p, q)− dTV ((pr)

I , (qr)
I)
∣∣ ≤ 2ǫ. Moreover, ifp = q then(pr)I = (qr)

I .

We now state our oblivious decomposition result for monotone distributions:

Theorem 5 ([Bir87b]). (oblivious decomposition) Fix anyn ∈ Z
+ andǫ > 0. The partitionI := {Ii}ℓi=1 of [n],

in which thejth interval has size⌊(1 + ǫ)j⌋ has the following properties:ℓ = O ((1/ǫ) · log(ǫ · n+ 1)), andI is
a (p,O(ǫ), ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n] for any non-increasing distributionp over [n].

There is an analogous version of Theorem 5, asserting the existence of an “oblivious” partition for non-
decreasing distributions (which is of course different from the “oblivious” partitionI for non-increasing distri-
butions of Theorem 5); this will be useful later.

While our construction is essentially that of Birgé, we note that the version given in [Bir87b] is for non-
increasing distributions over the continuous domain[0, n], and it is phrased rather differently. Adapting the argu-
ments of [Bir87b] to our discrete setting of distributions over [n] is not conceptually difficult but requires some
care. For the sake of being self-contained we provide a self-contained proof of the discrete version, stated above,
that we require in Appendix E.

3.2 Efficiently testing monotone distributions Now we are ready to establish our upper bounds on testing
monotone distributions (given in the first four rows of Table1). All of the algorithms are essentially the same:
each works by reducing the given monotone distribution testing problem to the same testing problem for arbitrary
distributions over support of sizeℓ = O(log n/ǫ) using the oblivious decomposition from the previous subsection.
For concreteness we explicitly describe the tester for the “testing identity,q is known” case below, and then indicate
the small changes that are necessary to get the testers for the other three cases.

TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-MONOTONE

Inputs: ǫ, δ > 0; sample access to non-increasing distributionp over[n]; explicit description of non-increasing
distributionq over[n]

1. Let I := {Ii}ℓi=1, with ℓ = Θ(log(ǫn + 1)/ǫ), be the partition of[n] given by Theorem 5, which is a
(p′, ǫ/8, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n] for any non-increasing distributionp′.

2. Let(qr)I denote the reduced distribution over[ℓ] obtained fromq usingI as defined in Section A.

3. Drawm = sIK(ℓ, ǫ/2, δ) samples from(pr)I , where(pr)I is the reduced distribution over[ℓ] obtained
from p usingI as defined in Section A.

4. Output the result of TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN((pr )
I , (qr)

I , ǫ
2 , δ) on the samples from Step 3.

We now establish our claimed upper bound for the “testing identity, q is known” case. We first observe that in
Step 3, the desiredm = sIK(ℓ, ǫ/2, δ) samples from(pr)I can easily be obtained by drawingm samples fromp
and converting each one to the corresponding draw from(pr)

I in the obvious way. Ifp = q then(pr)I = (qr)
I ,

and TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-MONOTONE outputs “accept” with probability at least1 − δ by Theorem 2. If
dTV (p, q) ≥ ǫ, then by Lemma 2, Theorem 5 and the triangle inequality, we have thatdTV ((pr)

I , (qr)
I) ≥ 3ǫ/4,

so TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-MONOTONE outputs “reject” with probability at least1 − δ by Theorem 2. For
the “testing identity,q is unknown” case, the the algorithm TEST-IDENTITY-UNKNOWN-MONOTONE is very
similar to TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-MONOTONE. The differences are as follows: instead of Step 2, in Step 3 we
drawm = sIU(ℓ, ǫ/2, δ) samples from(pr)I and the same number of samples from(qr)I ; and in Step 4, we run
TEST-IDENTITY-UNKNOWN((pr )

I , (qr)
I , ǫ

2 , δ) using the samples from Step 3. The analysis is exactly the same
as above (using Theorem 3 in place of Theorem 2).

We now describe the algorithmL1-ESTIMATE-KNOWN-MONOTONE for the “tolerant testing,q is known”
case. This algorithm takes valuesǫ and δ as input, so the partitionI defined in Step 1 is a(p′, ǫ/4, ℓ)-flat de-
composition of[n] for any non-increasingp′. In Step 3 the algorithm drawsm = sE(ℓ, ǫ/2, δ) samples and
runs L1-ESTIMATE((pr )

I , (qr)
I , ǫ/2, δ) in Step 4. IfdTV (p, q) = c then by the triangle inequality we have that
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dTV ((pr)
I , (qr)

I) ∈ [c− ǫ/2, c + ǫ/2] and L1-ESTIMATE-KNOWN-MONOTONE outputs a value within the pre-
scribed range with probability at least1−δ, by Theorem 4. The algorithmL1-ESTIMATE-UNKNOWN-MONOTONE

and its analysis are entirely similar.

4 From Monotone tok-modal

In this section we establish our main positive testing results for k-modal distributions, the upper bounds stated
in the final four rows of Table 1. In the previous section, we were able to use the oblivious decomposition to
yield a partition of[n] into relatively few intervals, with the guarantee that the corresponding flattened distribution
is close to the true distribution. The main challenge in extending these results to unimodal ork-modal distribu-
tions, is that in order to make the analogous decomposition,one must first determine–by taking samples from
the distribution–which regions are monotonically increasing vs decreasing. Our algorithm CONSTRUCT-FLAT-
DECOMPOSITION(p, ǫ, δ) performs this task with the following guarantee:

Lemma 3. Let p be ak-modal distribution over[n]. Algorithm CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION(p, ǫ, δ)
drawsO(k2ǫ−4 log(1/δ)) samples fromp and outputs a(p, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n] with probability at least
1− δ, whereℓ = O(k log(n)/ǫ2).

The bulk of our work in Section C is to describe CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION(p, ǫ, δ) and prove
Lemma 3, but first we show how Lemma 3 yields our claimed testing results fork-modal distributions. As in the
monotone case all four algorithms are essentially the same:each works by reducing the givenk-modal distribution
testing problem to the same testing problem for arbitrary distributions over[ℓ]. One slight complication is that
the partition obtained for distributionp will generally differ from that forq. In the monotone distribution setting,
the partition was oblivious to the distributions, and thus this concern did not arise. Naively, one might hope that
the flattened distribution corresponding to any refinement of a partition will be at least as good as the flattened
distribution corresponding to the actual partition. This hope is easily seen to be strictly false, but we show that it is
true up to a factor of 2, which suffices for our purposes.

The following terminology will be useful: LetI = {Ii}ri=1 andI ′ = {I ′i}si=1 be two partitions of[n] into r
ands intervals respectively. Thecommon refinementof I andI ′ is the partitionJ of [n] into intervals obtained
from I andI ′ in the obvious way, by taking all possible nonempty intervals of the formIi ∩ I ′j. It is clear thatJ is
both a refinement ofI and ofI ′ and that the number of intervals|J | in J is at mostr+ s. We prove the following
lemma in Section A:

Lemma 4. Let p be any distribution over[n], let I = {Ii}ai=1 be a (p, ǫ, a)-flat decomposition of[n], and let
J = {Ji}bi=1 be a refinement ofI. ThenJ is a (p, 2ǫ, b)-flat decomposition of[n].

We describe the TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-KMODAL algorithm below.

TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-KMODAL

Inputs: ǫ, δ > 0; sample access tok-modal distributionsp, q over [n]

1. Run CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION(p, ǫ/2, δ/4) and letI = {Ii}ℓi=1, ℓ = O(k log(n)/ǫ2),
be the partition that it outputs. Run CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION(p, ǫ/2, δ/4) and letI ′ =
{I ′i}ℓ

′

i=1, ℓ
′ = O(k log(n)/ǫ2), be the partition that it outputs. LetJ be the common refinement ofI and

I and letℓJ = O(k log(n)/ǫ2) be the number of intervals inJ .
2. Let(qr)J denote the reduced distribution over[ℓJ ] obtained fromq usingJ as defined in Section A.

3. Drawm = sIK(ℓJ , ǫ/2, δ/2) samples from(pr)J , where(pr)J is the reduced distribution over[ℓJ ]
obtained fromp usingJ as defined in Section A.

4. Run TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN((pr )
J , (qr)

J , ǫ
2 ,

δ
2) using the samples from Step 3 and output what it

outputs.
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We note that Steps 2, 3 and 4 of TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-KMODAL are the same as the corresponding steps
of TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-MONOTONE. For the analysis of TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-KMODAL , Lemmas 3
and 4 give us that with probability1−δ/2, the partitionJ obtained in Step 1 is both a(p, ǫ, ℓJ )-flat and(q, ǫ, ℓJ )-
flat decomposition of[n]; we condition on this going forward. From this point on the analysis is essentially
identical to the analysis for TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-MONOTONE and is omitted.

The modifications required to obtain algorithms TEST-IDENTITY-UNKNOWN-KMODAL , L1-ESTIMATE-
KNOWN-KMODAL andL1-ESTIMATE-UNKNOWN-KMODAL , and the analysis of these algorithms, are completely
analogous to the modifications and analyses of Section 3.2 and are omitted.

4.1 The CONSTRUCT-FLAT -DECOMPOSITION algorithm. We present CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION(p, ǫ, δ)
followed by an intuitive explanation. Note that it employs aprocedure ORIENTATION(p̂, I), which uses no sam-
ples and is presented and analyzed in Section 4.2.

CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION

INPUTS: ǫ, δ > 0; sample access tok-modal distributionp over[n]

1. InitializeI := ∅.
2. Fix τ := ǫ2/(20000k). Draw r = Θ(log(1/δ)/τ2) samples fromp and let p̂ denote the resulting

empirical distribution (which by Theorem 1 hasdK(p̂, p) ≤ τ with probability at least1− δ).

3. Greedily partition the domain[n] into α atomic intervals{Ii}αi=1 as follows:I1 := [1, j1], wherej1 :=
min{j ∈ [n] | p̂([1, j]) ≥ ǫ/(100k)}. For i ≥ 1, if ∪ij=1Ij = [1, ji], thenIi+1 := [ji + 1, ji+1], where
ji+1 is defined as follows: If̂p([ji + 1, n]) ≥ ǫ/(100k), thenji+1 := min{j ∈ [n] | p̂([ji + 1, j]) ≥
ǫ/(100k)}, otherwise,ji+1 := n.

4. Construct a set ofnm moderate intervals, a set ofnh heavy points, and a set ofnn negligible intervalsas
follows: For each atomic intervalIi = [a, b],

(a) if p̂([a, b]) ≤ 3ǫ/(100k) thenIi is declared to be amoderateinterval;
(b) otherwise we havêp([a, b]) > 3ǫ/(100k) and we declareb to be aheavy point. If a < b then we

declare[a, b− 1] to be anegligibleinterval.

For each intervalI which is a heavy point, addI to I. Add each negligible intervalI to I.
5. For each moderate intervalI, run procedure ORIENTATION(p̂, I); let ◦ ∈ {↑, ↓,⊥} be its output.

If ◦ = ⊥ then addI to I.
If ◦ =↓ then letJI be the partition ofI given by Theorem 5 which is a(p′, ǫ/4, O(log(n)/ǫ))-flat
decomposition ofI for any non-increasing distributionp′ overI. Add all the elements ofJI to I.
If ◦ =↑ then let JI be the partition ofI given by the dual version of Theorem 5, which is a
(p′, ǫ/4, O(log(n)/ǫ))-flat decomposition ofI for any non-decreasing distributionp′ over I. Add all
the elements ofJI to I.

6. Output the partitionI of [n].

Roughly speaking, when CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITIONconstructs a partitionI, it initially breaks[n]
up into two types of intervals. The first type are intervals that are “okay” to include in a flat decomposition, either
because they have very little mass, or because they consist of a single point, or because they are close to uniform.
The second type are intervals that are “not okay” to include in a flat decomposition – they have significant mass
and are far from uniform – but the algorithm is able to ensure that almost all of these are monotone distributions
with a known orientation. It then uses the oblivious decomposition of Theorem 5 to construct a flat decomposition
of each such interval. (Note that it is crucial that the orientation is known in order to be able to use Theorem 5.)

In more detail, CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION(p, ǫ, δ) works as follows. The algorithm first draws a
batch of samples fromp and uses them to construct an estimatep̂ of the CDF ofp (this is straightforward using
the DKW inequality). Usinĝp the algorithm partitions[n] into a collection ofO(k/ǫ) disjoint intervals in the
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following way:

• A small collection of the intervals are “negligible”; they collectively have total mass less thanǫ underp.
Each negligible intervalI will be an element of the partitionI.

• Some of the intervals are “heavy points”; these are intervals consisting of a single point that has massΩ(ǫ/k)
underp. Each heavy pointI will also be an element of the partitionI.

• The remaining intervals are “moderate” intervals, each of which has massΘ(ǫ/k) underp.

It remains to incorporate the moderate intervals into the partition I that is being constructed. This is done as
follows: usingp̂, the algorithm comes up with a “guess” of the correct orientation (non-increasing, non-decreasing,
or close to uniform) for each moderate interval. Each moderate interval where the “guessed” orientation is “close to
uniform” is included in the partitionI. Finally, for each moderate intervalI where the guessed orientation is “non-
increasing” or “non-decreasing”, the algorithm invokes Theorem 5 onI to perform the oblivious decomposition for
monotone distributions, and the resulting sub-intervals are included inI. The analysis will show that the guesses
are almost always correct, and intuitively this should imply that theI that is constructed is indeed a(p, ǫ, ℓ)-flat
decomposition of[n].

4.2 The ORIENTATION algorithm. The ORIENTATION algorithm takes as input an explicit distribution of a
distribution p̂ over [n] and an intervalI ⊆ [n]. Intuitively, it assumes that̂pI is close (in Kolmogorov distance) to
a monotone distributionpI , and its goal is to determine the orientation ofpI : it outputs either↑, ↓ or⊥ (the last of
which means “close to uniform”). The algorithm is quite simple; it checks whether there exists an initial interval
I ′ of I on whichp̂I ’s weight is significantly different fromuI(I ′) (the weight that the uniform distribution overI
assigns toI ′) and bases its output on this in the obvious way. A precise description of the algorithm (which uses
no samples) is given below.

ORIENTATION

INPUTS: explicit description of distribution̂p over [n]; intervalI = [a, b] ⊆ [n]

1. If |I| = 1 (i.e. I = {a} for somea ∈ [n]) then return “⊥”, otherwise continue.

2. If there is an initial intervalI ′ = [a, j] of I that satisfiesuI(I ′)− (p̂)I(I
′) > ǫ

7 then halt and output “↑”.
Otherwise,

3. If there is an initial intervalI ′ = [a, j] of I that satisfiesuI(I ′) − (p̂)I(I
′) < − ǫ

7 then halt and output
“↓”. Otherwise,

4. Output “⊥”.

We proceed to analyze ORIENTATION. We show that ifpI is far from uniform then ORIENTATION outputs
the correct orientation for it. We also show that whenever ORIENTATION does not output “⊥”, whatever it outputs
is the correct orientation ofpI . The proof is given in Section C.3.

Lemma 5. Letp be a distribution over[n] and let intervalI = [a, b] ⊆ [n] be such thatpI is monotone. Suppose
p(I) ≥ 99ǫ/(10000k), and suppose that for every intervalI ′ ⊆ I we have that|p̂(I ′)− p(I ′)| ≤ ǫ2

10000k . Then

1. If pI is non-decreasing andpI is ǫ/6-far from the uniform distributionuI overI, then ORIENTATION(p̂, I)
outputs “↑”;

2. if ORIENTATION(p̂, I) outputs “↑” then pI is non-decreasing;

3. if pI is non-increasing andpI is ǫ/6-far from the uniform distributionuI overI, then ORIENTATION(p̂, I)
outputs “↓”;

4. if ORIENTATION(p̂, I) outputs “↓” then pI is non-increasing.
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5 Lower Bounds

Our algorithmic results follow from a reduction which showshow one can reduce the problem of testing properties
of monotone ork-modal distributions to the task of testing properties of general distributions over a much smaller
support. Our approach to proving lower bounds is complementary; we give a canonical scheme for transforming
“lower bound instances” of general distributions to related lower bound instances of monotone distributions with
much larger supports.

A generic lower bound instance for distance estimation has the following form: there is a distributionD over
pairs of distributions,(p, p′), with the information theoretic guarantee that, givens independent samples from
distributionsp and p′, with (p, p′) ← D, it is impossible to distinguish the case thatdTV (p, p

′) ≤ ǫ1 versus
dTV (p, p

′) > ǫ2 with any probability greater than1 − δ, where the probability is taken over both the selection of
(p, p′)← D and the choice of samples. In general, such information theoretic lower bounds are difficult to prove.
Fortunately, as mentioned above, we will be able to prove lower bounds for monotone andk-modal distributions
by leveraging the known lower bound constructions in a black-box fashion.

Definitions 2 and 3, given below, define a two-stage transformation of a generic distribution into a related
k-modal distribution over a much larger support. This transformation preserves total variation distance: for any
pair of distributions, the variation distance between their transformations is identical to the variation distance
between the original distributions. Additionally, we ensure that given access tos independent samples from an
original input distribution, one cansimulatedrawings samples from the relatedk-modal distribution yielded by
the transformation. Given any lower–bound constructionD for general distributions, the above transformation will
yield a lower–bound instanceDk for (k − 1)-modal distributions (so monotone distributions correspond tok = 1)
defined by selecting a pair of distributions(p, p′)← D, then outputting the pair of transformed distributions. This
transformed ensemble of distributions is a lower–bound instance, for if some algorithm could successfully test
pairs of(k−1)-modal distributions fromDk, then that algorithm could be used to test pairs fromD, by simulating
samples drawn from the transformed versions of the distributions. The following proposition, proved in Section D,
summarizes the above discussion:

Proposition 6. LetD be a distribution over pairs of distributions supported on[n] such that givens samples from
distributionsp, p′ with (p, p′)← D, no algorithm can distinguish whetherdTV (p, p

′) ≤ ǫ1 versusdTV (p, p
′) > ǫ2

with probability greater than1 − δ (over both the draw of(p, p′) fromD and the draw of samples fromp, p′). Let
pmax, pmin be the respective maximum and minimum probabilities with which any element arises in distributions
that are supported inD. Then there exists a distributionDk over pairs of(k − 1)-modal distributions supported

on [N ] = [4ke
8n
k
(1+log(pmax/pmin))] such that no algorithm, when givens samples from distributionspk, p′k, with

(pk, p
′
k) ← Dk, can distinguish whetherdTV (pk, p

′
k) ≤ ǫ1 versusdTV (pk, p

′
k) > ǫ2 with success probability

greater than1− δ.

Before proving this proposition, we state various corollaries which result from applying the Proposition to
known lower-bound constructions for general distributions. The first is for the “testing identity,q is unknown”
problem:

Corollary 7. There exists a constantc such that for sufficiently largeN and 1 ≤ k = O(logN), there is a
distributionDk over pairs of2(k − 1)-modal distributions(p, p′) over [N ], such thatno algorithm, when given

c
(

k logN
log logN

)2/3
samples from a pair of distributions(p, p′) ← D, can distinguish the case thatdTV (p, p

′) = 0

from the casedTV (p, p
′) > .5 with probability at least.6.

This Corollary gives the lower bounds stated in lines 2 and 6 of Table 1. It follows from applying Proposition 6
to a (trivially modified) version of the lower bound construction given in [BFR+00, Val08b], summarized by the
following theorem:

Theorem 6([BFR+00, Val08b]). There exists a constantc such that for sufficiently largen, there is a distribution
D over pairs of distributions(p, p′) over [n], such that for any(p, p′) ← D, the maximum probability with which
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any element occurs inp or p′ is 1
n2/3 , and the minimum probability is12n . Additionally, no algorithm, when given

cn2/3 samples from(p, p′) ← D, can distinguish whetherdTV (p, p
′) = 0, from dTV (p, p

′) > .5 with probability
at least.6.

Our second corollary is forL1 estimation, in the case that one of the distributions is explicitly given. This
trivially also yields an equivalent lower bound for the setting in which both distributions are given via samples.

Corollary 8. For anya, b with 0 < a < b < 1/2, there exists a constantc > 0, such that for any sufficiently large
N and 1 ≤ k = O(logN), there exists a2(k − 1)-modal distributionq of support[N ], and a distributionDk

over2(k− 1)-modal distributions over[N ], such thatnoalgorithm, when givenc k logN
log logN ·log log logN samples from

a distributionp← D, can distinguish the case thatdTV (p, q) < a versusdTV (p, p
′) > b with probability at least

.6.

This Corollary gives the lower bounds claimed in lines 3, 4, 7and 8 of Table 1. It follows from applying
Proposition 6 to the lower bound construction given in [VV11a], summarized by the following theorem:

Theorem 7 ([VV11a]). For any a, b with 0 < a < b < 1/2, there exists a constantc > 0, such that for
any sufficiently largen, there is a distributionD over distributions with support[n], such that for anyp ← D,

the maximum probability with which any element occurs inp is O
(
logn
n

)
, and the minimum probability is12n .

Additionally, no algorithm, when givenc n
log n samples fromp ← D can distinguish whetherdTV (p, un) < a

versusdTV (p, un) > b with probability at least.6, whereun denotes the uniform distribution over[n].

Note that the above theorem can be expressed in the language of Proposition 6 by defining the distributionD′

over pairs of distributions which chooses a distribution according toD for the first distribution of each pair, and
always selectsun for the second distribution of each pair.

Our third corollary, which gives the lower bounds claimed inlines 1 and 5 of Table 1, is for the “testing identity,
q is known” problem:

Corollary 9. For anyǫ ∈ (0, 1/2], there is a constantc such that for sufficiently largeN and1 ≤ k = O(logm),
there is ak-modal distributionp with support[N ], and a distributionD over 2(k − 1)-modal distributions of
support[N ] such thatnoalgorithm, when givenc(k logm)1/2 samples from a distributionp′ ← D, can distinguish
the case thatdTV (p, p

′) = 0 from the casedTV (p, p
′) > ǫ with probability at least.6.

The above corollary follows from applying Proposition 6 to the following trivially verified lower bound con-
struction:

Fact 10. Let D be the ensemble of distributions of supportn defined as follows: with probability1/2, p ← D
is the uniform distribution on supportn, and with probability1/2, p ← D assigns probability1/2n to a random
half of the domain elements, and probability3/2n to the other half of the domain elements. No algorithm, when
given fewer thann1/2/100 samples from a distributionp ← D can distinguish betweendTV (p, un) = 0 versus
dTV (p, un) ≥ .5 with probability greater than.6.

As noted previously (after Theorem 7), this fact can also be expressed in the language of Proposition 6.

6 Conclusions

We have introduced a simple new approach for tackling distribution testing problems for restricted classes of
distributions, by reducing them to general-distribution testing problems over a smaller domain. We applied this
approach to get new testing results for a range of distribution testing problems involving monotone andk-modal
distributions, and established lower bounds showing that all our new algorithms are essentially optimal.

A general direction for future work is to apply our reductionmethod to obtain near-optimal testing algorithms
for other interesting classes of distributions. This will involve constructing flat decompositions of various types
of distributions using few samples, which seems to be a natural and interesting algorithmic problem. A specific
goal is to develop a more efficient version of our CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION algorithm fork-modal
distributions; is it possible to obtain an improved versionof this algorithm that useso(k) samples?
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For simplicity, the appendix consists of a slightly expanded and self-contained version of the exposition
in the body of the paper, following the “Notation and Preliminaries” section.

A Shrinking the domain size: Reductions for distribution-testing problems

In this section we present the general framework of our reduction-based approach and sketch how we instantiate
this approach for monotone andk-modal distributions.

We denote by|I| the cardinality of an intervalI ⊆ [n], i.e. for I = [a, b] we have|I| = b − a + 1. Fix a
distributionp over [n] and a partition of[n] into disjoint intervalsI := {Ii}ℓi=1. Theflattened distribution(pf )I

corresponding top andI is the distribution over[n] defined as follows: forj ∈ [ℓ] and i ∈ Ij , (pf )I(i) =∑
t∈Ij

p(t)/|Ij |. That is,(pf )I is obtained fromp by averaging the weight thatp assigns to each interval over the

entire interval. Thereduced distribution(pr)I corresponding top andI is the distribution over[ℓ] that assigns
the ith point the weightp assigns to the intervalIi; i.e., for i ∈ [ℓ], we have(pr)I(i) = p(Ii). Note that ifp is
non-increasing then so is(pf )I , but this is not necessarily the case for(pr)

I .

Definition 1. Let p be a distribution over[n] and letI = {Ii}ℓi=1 be a partition of[n] into disjoint intervals. We
say thatI is a (p, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n] if dTV (p, (pf )

I) ≤ ǫ.

The following useful lemma relates closeness ofp andq to closeness of the reduced distributions:

Lemma 2 LetI = {Ii}ℓi=1 be a partition of[n] into disjoint intervals. Suppose thatp andq are distributions over
[n] such thatI is both a(p, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n] and is also a(q, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n]. Then∣∣dTV (p, q)− dTV ((pr)

I , (qr)
I)
∣∣ ≤ 2ǫ. Moreover, ifp = q then(pr)I = (qr)

I .

Proof. The second statement is clear by the definition of a reduced distribution. To prove the first statement, we
first observe that for any pair of distributionsp, q and any partitionI of [n] into disjoint intervals, we have that
dTV ((pr)

I , (qr)
I) = dTV ((pf )

I , (qf )
I). We thus have that

∣∣dTV (p, q)− dTV ((pr)
I , (qr)

I)
∣∣ is equal to

∣∣dTV (p, q)− dTV ((pf )
I , (qf )

I)
∣∣ = dTV (p, q)− dTV ((pf )

I , (qf )
I) ≤ dTV (p, (pf )

I) + dTV (q, (qf )
I),

where the equality above is equivalent todTV (p, q) ≥ dTV ((pf )
I , (qf )

I) (which is easily verified by considering
each intervalIi ∈ I separately and applying triangle inequality) and the inequality is the triangle inequality. Since
I is both a(p, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n] and a(q, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n], we have thatdTV (p, (pf )

I) ≤
ǫ anddTV (q, (qf )

I) ≤ ǫ. The RHS above is thus bounded by2ǫ and the lemma follows.

Lemma 2, while simple, is at the heart of our reduction-basedapproach; it lets us transform a distribution-
testing problem over the large domain[n] to a distribution-testing problem over the much smaller “reduced” domain
[ℓ]. At a high level, all our testing algorithms will follow the same basic approach: first they run a procedure which,
with high probability, constructs a partitionI of [n] that is both a(p, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n] and a(q, ǫ, ℓ)-
flat decomposition of[n]. Next they run the appropriate general-distribution tester over theℓ-element distributions
(pr)

I , (qr)
I and output what it outputs; Lemma 2 guarantees that the distance between(pr)I and(qr)I faithfully

reflects the distance betweenp andq, so this output is correct.
We now provide a few more details that are specific to the various different testing problems that we consider.

For the monotone distribution testing problems the construction of I is done obliviously (without drawing any
samples or any reference top or q of any sort) and there is no possibility of failure – the assumption thatp andq
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are both (say) non-decreasing guarantees that theI that is constructed is both a(p, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n]
and a(q, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n]. We describe this decomposition procedure in Section 3.1 and present our
monotone distribution testing algorithms that are based onit in Section 3.2.

For thek-modal testing problems it is not so straightforward to construct the desired decompositionI. This is
done via a careful procedure which usesk2 ·poly(1/ǫ) samples fromp andq. This procedure has the property that
with probability1−δ/2, theI it outputs is both a(p, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n] and a(q, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition
of [n], whereℓ = O(k log(n)/ǫ2). Given this, by running a testing algorithm (which has success probability
1− δ/2) on the pair(pr)I , (qr)I of distributions over[ℓ], we will get an answer which is with probability1 − δ a
legitimate answer for the original testing problem. The details are given in Section C.

We close this section with a result about partitions and flat decompositions which will be useful later. Let
I = {Ii}ai=1, I ′ = {I ′j}bj=1 be two partitions of[n]. We say thatI ′ is arefinementof I if for every i ∈ [a] there is
a subsetSi of [b] such that∪j∈SiI

′
j = Ii (note that for this to hold we must havea ≤ b). Note that{Si}ai=1 forms

a partition of[b]. We prove the following useful lemma:

Lemma 4. Let p be any distribution over[n], let I = {Ii}ai=1 be a (p, ǫ, a)-flat decomposition of[n], and let
J = {Ji}bi=1 be a refinement ofI. ThenJ is a (p, 2ǫ, b)-flat decomposition of[n].

Proof. Fix anyi ∈ [ℓ] and letSi ⊆ [b] be such thatIi = ∪j∈SiJj . To prove the lemma it suffices to show that

2
∑
t∈Ii

|p(t)− (pf )
I(t)| ≥ ∑

j∈S

∑
t∈Jj

|p(t)− (pf )
J (t)|, (1)

since the sum on the LHS is the contribution thatIi makes todTV (p, (pf )
I) and the sum on the RHS is the

corresponding contributionIi makes todTV (p, (pf )
J ). It may seem intuitively obvious that the sum on the LHS

(which corresponds to approximating the sub-distributionpIi using a “global average”) must be smaller than the
sum on the RHS (which corresponds to using separate “local averages”). However, this intuition is not quite
correct, and it is necessary to have the factor of two. To see this, consider a distributionp over [n] such that
p(1) = (1/2) · (1/n); p(i) = 1/n for i ∈ [2, n − 1]; andp(n) = (3/2) · (1/n). Taking I1 = [1, n/2] and
I2 = [n/2 + 1, n], it is easy to check that inequality (1) is essentially tight(up to ao(1) factor).

We now proceed to establish (1). LetT ⊆ [n] and consider a partition ofT into k nonempty setsTi, i ∈ [k].

Denoteµ
def
= p(T )/|T | andµi

def
= p(Ti)/|Ti|. Then, (1) can be re-expressed as follows

2
∑
t∈T
|p(t)− µ| ≥

k∑
i=1

∑
t∈Ti

|p(t)− µi|. (2)

We shall prove the above statement for all sequences of numbers p(1), . . . , p(n). Since adding or subtracting
the same quantity from each numberp(t) does not change the validity of (2), for the sake of convenience we may
assume all the numbers average to0, that is,µ = 0. Consider thei-th term on the right hand side,

∑
t∈Ti
|p(t)−µi|.

We can bound this quantity from above as follows:

∑
t∈Ti

|p(t)− µi| ≤
∑
t∈Ti

|p(t)|+ |Ti| · |µi| =
∑
t∈Ti

|p(t)|+ |p(Ti)| = 2
∑
t∈Ti

|p(t)| = 2
∑
t∈Ti

|p(t)− µ|,

where the inequality follows from the triangle inequality (applied term by term), the first equality is by the defini-
tion of µi, the second equality is trivial, and the final equality uses the assumption thatµ = 0. The lemma follows
by summing overi ∈ [k], using the fact that theTi’s form a partition ofT .

B Efficiently Testing Monotone Distributions

B.1 Oblivious decomposition of monotone distributionsOur main tool for testing monotone distributions is
anoblivious decompositionof monotone distributions that is a variant of a construction of Birgé [Bir87b]. As we
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will see it enables us to reduce the problem of testing a monotone distribution to the problem of testing an arbitrary
distribution over a much smaller domain. The decompositionresult is given below:

Theorem 5 ([Bir87b]). (oblivious decomposition) Fix anyn ∈ Z
+ and ǫ > 0. The partitionI := {Ii}ℓi=1

of [n] described below has the following properties:ℓ = O ((1/ǫ) · log(ǫ · n+ 1)), and for any non-increasing
distributionp over [n], I is a (p,O(ǫ), ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n].

There is a dual version of Theorem 5, asserting the existenceof an “oblivious” partition for non-decreasing
distributions (which is of course different from the “oblivious” partition I for non-increasing distributions of
Theorem 5); this will be useful later.

While our construction is essentially that of Birgé, we note that the version given in [Bir87b] is for non-
increasing distributions over the continuous domain[0, n], and it is phrased rather differently. Adapting the argu-
ments of [Bir87b] to our discrete setting of distributions over [n] is not conceptually difficult but requires some
care. For the sake of being self-contained we provide a self-contained proof of the discrete version, stated above,
that we require in Appendix E.

B.2 Efficiently testing monotone distributions Now we are ready to establish our upper bounds on testing
monotone distributions (given in the first four rows of Table1). All of the algorithms are essentially the same:
each works by reducing the given monotone distribution testing problem to the same testing problem for arbitrary
distributions over support of sizeℓ = O(log n/ǫ) using the oblivious decomposition from the previous subsection.
For concreteness we explicitly describe the tester for the “testing identity,q is known” case below, and then indicate
the small changes that are necessary to get the testers for the other three cases.

TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-MONOTONE

Inputs: ǫ, δ > 0; sample access to non-increasing distributionp over[n]; explicit description of non-increasing
distributionq over[n]

1. Let I := {Ii}ℓi=1, with ℓ = Θ(log(ǫn + 1)/ǫ), be the partition of[n] given by Theorem 5, which is a
(p′, ǫ/8, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n] for any non-increasing distributionp′.

2. Let(qr)I denote the reduced distribution over[ℓ] obtained fromq usingI as defined in Section A.

3. Drawm = sIK(ℓ, ǫ/2, δ) samples from(pr)I , where(pr)I is the reduced distribution over[ℓ] obtained
from p usingI as defined in Section A.

4. Run TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN((pr )
I , (qr)

I , ǫ
2 , δ) using the samples from Step 3 and output what it

outputs.

We now establish our claimed upper bound for the “testing identity, q is known” case. We first observe that in
Step 3, the desiredm = sIK(ℓ, ǫ/2, δ) samples from(pr)I can easily be obtained by drawingm samples fromp
and converting each one to the corresponding draw from(pr)

I in the obvious way. Ifp = q then by Lemma 2 we
have that(pr)I = (qr)

I , and TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-MONOTONE outputs “accept” with probability at least
1− δ by Theorem 2. IfdTV (p, q) ≥ ǫ, then by Lemma 2 and Theorem 5 we have thatdTV ((pr)

I , (qr)
I) ≥ 3ǫ/4,

so TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-MONOTONE outputs “reject” with probability at least1 − δ by Theorem 2. For
the “testing identity,q is unknown” case, the the algorithm TEST-IDENTITY-UNKNOWN-MONOTONE is very
similar to TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-MONOTONE. The differences are as follows: instead of Step 2, in Step 3 we
drawm = sIU(ℓ, ǫ/2, δ) samples from(pr)I and the same number of samples from(qr)I ; and in Step 4, we run
TEST-IDENTITY-UNKNOWN((pr )

I , (qr)
I , ǫ

2 , δ) using the samples from Step 3. The analysis is exactly the same
as above (using Theorem 3 in place of Theorem 2).

We now describe the algorithmL1-ESTIMATE-KNOWN-MONOTONE for the “tolerant testing,q is known”
case. This algorithm takes valuesǫ andδ as input, so the partitionI defined in Step 1 is a(p′, ǫ/4, ℓ)-flat decom-
position of[n] for any non-increasingp′. In Step 3 the algorithm drawsm = sE(ℓ, ǫ/2, δ) samples and runsL1-
ESTIMATE((pr )

I , (qr)
I , ǫ/2, δ) in Step 4. IfdTV (p, q) = c then by Lemma 2 we have thatdTV ((pr)

I , (qr)
I) ∈
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[c−ǫ/2, c+ǫ/2] and L1-ESTIMATE-KNOWN-MONOTONE outputs a value within the prescribed range with prob-
ability at least1− δ, by Theorem 4. The algorithmL1-ESTIMATE-UNKNOWN-MONOTONE case and its analysis
are entirely similar.

C Efficiently Testing k-modal Distributions

In this section we establish our main positive testing results fork-modal distributions, the upper bounds stated in the
final four rows of Table 1. The key to all these results is an algorithm CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION(p, ǫ, δ).
We prove the following performance guarantee about this algorithm:

Lemma 3. Let p be ak-modal distribution over[n]. Algorithm CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION(p, ǫ, δ)
drawsO(k2ǫ−4 log(1/δ)) samples fromp and outputs a(p, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n] with probability at least
1− δ, whereℓ = O(k log(n)/ǫ2).

The bulk of our work in Section C is to describe CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION(p, ǫ, δ) and prove
Lemma 3, but first we show how Lemma 3 easily yields our claimedtesting results fork-modal distributions.
As in the monotone case all four algorithms are essentially the same: each works by reducing the givenk-modal
distribution testing problem to the same testing problem for arbitrary distributions over[ℓ]. We describe the TEST-
IDENTITY-KNOWN-KMODAL algorithm below, and then indicate the necessary changes toget the other three
testers.

The following terminology will be useful: LetI = {Ii}ri=1 andI ′ = {I ′i}si=1 be two partitions of[n] into r
ands intervals respectively. Thecommon refinementof I andI ′ is the partitionJ of [n] into intervals obtained
from I andI ′ in the obvious way, by taking all possible nonempty intervals of the formIi ∩ I ′j . It is clear thatJ
is both a refinement ofI and ofI ′ and that the number of intervals|J | in J is at mostr + s.

TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-KMODAL

Inputs: ǫ, δ > 0; sample access tok-modal distributionsp, q over [n]

1. Run CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION(p, ǫ/2, δ/4) and letI = {Ii}ℓi=1, ℓ = O(k log(n)/ǫ2),
be the partition that it outputs. Run CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION(p, ǫ/2, δ/4) and letI ′ =
{I ′i}ℓ

′

i=1, ℓ
′ = O(k log(n)/ǫ2), be the partition that it outputs. LetJ be the common refinement ofI and

I and letℓJ = O(k log(n)/ǫ2) be the number of intervals inJ .

2. Let(qr)J denote the reduced distribution over[ℓJ ] obtained fromq usingJ as defined in Section A.

3. Drawm = sIK(ℓJ , ǫ/2, δ/2) samples from(pr)J , where(pr)J is the reduced distribution over[ℓJ ]
obtained fromp usingJ as defined in Section A.

4. Run TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN((pr )
J , (qr)

J , ǫ
2 ,

δ
2) using the samples from Step 3 and output what it

outputs.

We note that Steps 2, 3 and 4 of TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-KMODAL are the same as the corresponding steps
of TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-MONOTONE. For the analysis of TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-KMODAL , Lemmas 3
and 4 give us that with probability1−δ/2, the partitionJ obtained in Step 1 is both a(p, ǫ, ℓJ )-flat and(q, ǫ, ℓJ )-
flat decomposition of[n]; we condition on this going forward. From this point on the analysis is essentially
identical to the analysis for TEST-IDENTITY-KNOWN-MONOTONE and is omitted.

The modifications required to obtain algorithms TEST-IDENTITY-UNKNOWN-KMODAL , L1-ESTIMATE-
KNOWN-KMODAL andL1-ESTIMATE-UNKNOWN-KMODAL , and the analysis of these algorithms, are completely
analogous to the modifications and analyses of Appendix B.2 and are omitted.

C.1 The CONSTRUCT-FLAT -DECOMPOSITION algorithm. We present CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION(p, ǫ, δ)
followed by an intuitive explanation. Note that it employs aprocedure ORIENTATION(p̂, I), which uses no sam-
ples and is presented and analyzed in Section 4.2.
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CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION

INPUTS: ǫ, δ > 0; sample access tok-modal distributionp over[n]

1. InitializeI := ∅.
2. Fix τ := ǫ2/(20000k). Draw r = Θ(log(1/δ)/τ2) samples fromp and let p̂ denote the resulting

empirical distribution (which by Theorem 1 hasdK(p̂, p) ≤ τ with probability at least1− δ).

3. Greedily partition the domain[n] into α atomic intervals{Ii}αi=1 as follows:I1 := [1, j1], wherej1 :=
min{j ∈ [n] | p̂([1, j]) ≥ ǫ/(100k)}. For i ≥ 1, if ∪ij=1Ij = [1, ji], thenIi+1 := [ji + 1, ji+1], where
ji+1 is defined as follows: If̂p([ji + 1, n]) ≥ ǫ/(100k), thenji+1 := min{j ∈ [n] | p̂([ji + 1, j]) ≥
ǫ/(100k)}, otherwise,ji+1 := n.

4. Construct a set ofnm moderate intervals, a set ofnh heavy points, and a set ofnn negligible intervalsas
follows: For each atomic intervalIi = [a, b],

(a) if p̂([a, b]) ≤ 3ǫ/(100k) thenIi is declared to be amoderateinterval;
(b) otherwise we havêp([a, b]) > 3ǫ/(100k) and we declareb to be aheavy point. If a < b then we

declare[a, b− 1] to be anegligibleinterval.

For each intervalI which is a heavy point, addI to I. Add each negligible intervalI to I.
5. For each moderate intervalI, run procedure ORIENTATION(p̂, I); let ◦ ∈ {↑, ↓,⊥} be its output.

If ◦ = ⊥ then addI to I.
If ◦ =↓ then letJI be the partition ofI given by Theorem 5 which is a(p′, ǫ/4, O(log(n)/ǫ))-flat
decomposition ofI for any non-increasing distributionp′ overI. Add all the elements ofJI to I.
If ◦ =↑ then let JI be the partition ofI given by the dual version of Theorem 5, which is a
(p′, ǫ/4, O(log(n)/ǫ))-flat decomposition ofI for any non-decreasing distributionp′ over I. Add all
the elements ofJI to I.

6. Output the partitionI of [n].

Roughly speaking, when CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITIONconstructs a partitionI, it initially breaks[n]
up into two types of intervals. The first type are intervals that are “okay” to include in a flat decomposition, either
because they have very little mass, or because they consist of a single point, or because they are close to uniform.
The second type are intervals that are “not okay” to include in a flat decomposition – they have significant mass
and are far from uniform – but the algorithm is able to ensure that almost all of these are monotone distributions
with a known orientation. It then uses the oblivious decomposition of Theorem 5 to construct a flat decomposition
of each such interval. (Note that it is crucial that the orientation is known in order to be able to use Theorem 5.)

In more detail, CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION(p, ǫ, δ) works as follows. The algorithm first draws a
batch of samples fromp and uses them to construct an estimatep̂ of the CDF ofp (this is straightforward using
the DKW inequality). Usinĝp the algorithm partitions[n] into a collection ofO(k/ǫ) disjoint intervals in the
following way:

• A small collection of the intervals are “negligible”; they collectively have total mass less thanǫ underp.
Each negligible intervalI will be an element of the partitionI.

• Some of the intervals are “heavy points”; these are intervals consisting of a single point that has massΩ(ǫ/k)
underp. Each heavy pointI will also be an element of the partitionI.

• The remaining intervals are “moderate” intervals, each of which has massΘ(ǫ/k) underp.

It remains to incorporate the moderate intervals into the partition I that is being constructed. This is done as
follows: usingp̂, the algorithm comes up with a “guess” of the correct orientation (non-increasing, non-decreasing,
or close to uniform) for each moderate interval. Each moderate interval where the “guessed” orientation is “close to
uniform” is included in the partitionI. Finally, for each moderate intervalI where the guessed orientation is “non-
increasing” or “non-decreasing”, the algorithm invokes Theorem 5 onI to perform the oblivious decomposition for
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monotone distributions, and the resulting sub-intervals are included inI. The analysis will show that the guesses
are almost always correct, and intuitively this should imply that theI that is constructed is indeed a(p, ǫ, ℓ)-flat
decomposition of[n].

C.2 Performance of CONSTRUCT-FLAT -DECOMPOSITION : Proof of Lemma 3. The claimed sample bound
is obvious from inspection of the algorithm, as the only stepthat draws any samples is Step 2. The bound on
the number of intervals in the flat decomposition follows directly from the upper bounds on the number of heavy
points, negligible intervals and moderate intervals shownbelow, using also Theorem 5. It remains to show that the
output of the algorithm is a valid flat decomposition ofp. First, by the DKW inequality (Theorem 1) we have that
with probability at least1− δ it is the case that

|p̂(I)− p(I)| ≤ ǫ2

10000k
, for every intervalI ⊆ [n]. (3)

We make some preliminary observations about the weight thatp has on the intervals constructed in Steps 4
and 5. Since every atomic intervalIi constructed in Step 4 haŝp(I) ≥ ǫ/(100k) (except potentially the rightmost
one), it follows that the numberα of atomic intervals constructed in Step 3 satisfies

α ≤ ⌈100k/ǫ⌉.

We now establish bounds on the probability mass thatp assigns to the moderate intervals, heavy points, and
negligible intervals that are constructed in Step 4. Using (3), each intervalIi that is declared to be a moderate
interval in Step 4(a) must satisfy

99ǫ/(10000k) ≤ p([a, b]) ≤ 301ǫ/(10000k) (for all moderate intervals[a, b]). (4)

By virtue of the greedy process that is used to construct atomic intervals in Step 3, each pointb that is declared
to be a heavy point in Step 4(b) must satisfyp̂(b) ≥ 2ǫ/(100k) and thus using (3) again

p(b) ≥ 199ǫ/(10000k) (for all heavy pointsb). (5)

Moreover, each interval[a, b− 1] that is declared to be a negligible interval must satisfyp̂([a, b− 1]) < ǫ/(100k)
and thus using (3) again

p([a, b− 1]) ≤ 101ǫ/(10000k) (for all negligible intervals[a, b− 1]). (6)

It is clear thatnm (the number of moderate intervals) andnh (the number of heavy points) are each at mostα.
Next we observe that the number of negligible intervalsnn satisfies

nn ≤ k.

This is because at the end of each negligible interval[a, b−1] we have (observing that each negligible interval must
be nonempty) thatp(b − 1) ≤ p([a, b − 1]) ≤ 101ǫ/(10000k) while p(b) ≥ 199ǫ/(10000k). Sincep is k-modal,
there can be at most⌈(k + 1)/2⌉ ≤ k pointsb ∈ [n] satisfying this condition. Since each negligible intervalI
satisfiesp(I) ≤ 101ǫ/(10000k) we have that the total probability mass underp of all the negligible intervals is at
most101ǫ/10000.

Thus far we have built a partition of[n] into a collection ofnm ≤ ⌈100k/ǫ⌉ moderate intervals (which we
denoteM1, . . . ,Mnm ), a set ofnh ≤ ⌈100k/ǫ⌉ heavy points (which we denoteh1, . . . , hnh

) and a set ofnn ≤ k
negligible intervals (which we denoteN1, . . . , Nnn). Let A ⊆ {1, . . . , nm} denote the set of those indicesi
such that ORIENTATION(p̂,Mi) outputs⊥ in Step 6. The partitionI that CONSTRUCT-FLAT-DECOMPOSITION

constructs consists of{h1}, . . . , {hnh
}, N1, . . . , Nnn , {Mi}i∈A, and

⋃
i∈([nm]\A) JMi . We can thus writep as

p =
nh∑
j=1

p(hj) · 1hj
+

nn∑
j=1

p(Nj)pNj +
∑
j∈A

p(Mj)pMj +
∑

j∈([nm]\A)

∑
I∈JMj

p(I)pI . (7)
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Using Lemma 15 (proved in Appendix F) we can bound the total variation distance betweenp and(pf )I by

dTV (p, (pf )
I) ≤ 1

2

nh∑
j=1
|p(hj)− (pf )

I(hj)|+
1

2

nn∑
j=1
|p(Nj)− (pf )

I(Nj)|+
nn∑
j=1

p(Nj) · dTV (pNj , ((pf )
I)Nj )

+
1

2

∑
j∈A

|p(Mj)− (pf )
I(Mj)|+

∑
j∈A

p(Mj) · dTV (pMj , ((pf )
I)Mj)

+
1

2

∑
j∈([nm]\A)

∑
I∈JMj

|p(I)− (pf )
I(I)|+ ∑

j∈([nm]\A)

∑
I∈JMj

p(I) · dTV (pI , ((pf )
I)I). (8)

Sincep(I) = (pf )
I(I) for everyI ∈ I, this simplifies to

dTV (p, (pf )
I) ≤

nn∑
j=1

p(Nj) · dTV (pNj , ((pf )
I)Nj ) +

∑
j∈A

p(Mj) · dTV (pMj , ((pf )
I)Mj)

+
∑

j∈([nm]\A)

∑
I∈JMj

p(I) · dTV (pI , ((pf )
I)I). (9)

which we now proceed to bound.
Recalling from (6) thatp(Nj) ≤ 101ǫ/(10000k) for each negligible intervalNj , and recalling thatnn ≤ k,

the first summand in (9) is at most101ǫ/10000.
To bound the second summand, fix anyj ∈ A soMj is a moderate interval such that ORIENTATION(p̂,Mj) re-

turns⊥. If pMj is non-decreasing then by Lemma 5 it must be the case thatdTV (pMj , ((pf )
I)Mj ) ≤ ǫ/6 (note that

((pf )
I)Mj is justuMj , the uniform distribution overMj). Lemma 5 gives the same bound ifpMj is non-increasing.

If pMj is neither non-increasing nor non-decreasing then we have no nontrivial bound ondTV (pMj , ((pf )
I)Mj ),

but sincep is k-modal there can be at mostk such values ofj in A. Recalling (4), overall we have that

∑
j∈A

p(Mj) · dTV (pMj , ((pf )
I)Mj ) ≤

301ǫk

10000k
+

ǫ

6
≤ 1968ǫ

10000
,

and we have bounded the second summand.
It remains to bound the final summand of (9). For eachj ∈ ([nm] \ A), we know that ORIENTATION(p̂,Mj)

outputs either↑ or ↓. If pMj is monotone, then by Lemma 5 we have that the output of ORIENTATION(p̂,Mj)
gives the correct orientation ofpMj . ConsequentlyJMj is a (pMj , ǫ/4, O(log(n)/ǫ))-flat decomposition ofMj,
by Theorem 5. This means thatdTV (pMj , ((pf )

I)Mj ) ≤ ǫ/4, which is equivalent to

1

p(Mj)

∑
I∈JMj

p(I)dTV (pI , ((pf )
I)I) ≤

ǫ

4
, i.e.

∑
I∈JMj

p(I)dTV (pI , ((pf )
I)I) ≤ p(Mj) ·

ǫ

4
.

LetB ⊂ [nm] \ A be such that, for allj ∈ B, pMj is monotone. Summing the above over allj ∈ B gives:

∑
j∈B

∑
I∈JMj

p(I)dTV (pI , ((pf )
I)I) ≤

∑
j∈B

p(Mj) ·
ǫ

4
≤ ǫ

4
.

Given thatp is k-modal, the cardinality of the set[nm] \ (A ∪B) is at mostk. So we have the bound:

∑
j∈[nm]\(A∪B)

∑
I∈JMj

p(I)dTV (pI , ((pf )
I)I) ≤

∑
j∈[nm]\(A∪B)

p(Mj) ≤
301ǫk

10000k
.

So the third summand of (9) is at mostǫ/4 + 301ǫ/10000, and overall we have that(9) ≤ ǫ
2 . Hence, we have

shown thatI is a(p, ǫ, ℓ)-flat decomposition of[n], and Lemma 3 is proved.
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C.3 The ORIENTATION algorithm. The ORIENTATION algorithm takes as input an explicit distribution of a
distribution p̂ over [n] and an intervalI ⊆ [n]. Intuitively, it assumes that̂pI is close (in Kolmogorov distance) to
a monotone distributionpI , and its goal is to determine the orientation ofpI : it outputs either↑, ↓ or⊥ (the last of
which means “close to uniform”). The algorithm is quite simple; it checks whether there exists an initial interval
I ′ of I on whichp̂I ’s weight is significantly different fromuI(I ′) (the weight that the uniform distribution overI
assigns toI ′) and bases its output on this in the obvious way. A precise description of the algorithm (which uses
no samples) is given below.

ORIENTATION

INPUTS: explicit description of distribution̂p over[n]; intervalI = [a, b] ⊆ [n]

1. If |I| = 1 (i.e. I = {a} for somea ∈ [n]) then return “⊥”, otherwise continue.

2. If there is an initial intervalI ′ = [a, j] of I that satisfiesuI(I ′)−(p̂)I(I
′) > ǫ

7 then halt and output
“↑”. Otherwise,

3. If there is an initial intervalI ′ = [a, j] of I that satisfiesuI(I ′) − (p̂)I(I
′) < − ǫ

7 then halt and
output “↓”. Otherwise,

4. Output “⊥”.

We proceed to analyze ORIENTATION. We show that ifpI is far from uniform then ORIENTATION outputs
the correct orientation for it. We also show that whenever ORIENTATION does not output “⊥”, whatever it outputs
is the correct orientation ofpI . For ease of readability, for the rest of this subsection we use the following notation:

∆ :=
ǫ2

10000k

Lemma 5. Letp be a distribution over[n] and let intervalI = [a, b] ⊆ [n] be such thatpI is monotone. Suppose
p(I) ≥ 99ǫ/(10000k), and suppose that for every intervalI ′ ⊆ I we have that

|p̂(I ′)− p(I ′)| ≤ ∆. (10)

Then

1. If pI is non-decreasing andpI is ǫ/6-far from the uniform distributionuI overI, then ORIENTATION(p̂, I)
outputs “↑”;

2. if ORIENTATION(p̂, I) outputs “↑” then pI is non-decreasing;

3. if pI is non-increasing andpI is ǫ/6-far from the uniform distributionuI overI, then ORIENTATION(p̂, I)
outputs “↓”;

4. if ORIENTATION(p̂, I) outputs “↓” then pI is non-increasing.

Proof. Let I ′ = [a, j] ⊆ I be any initial interval ofI. We first establish the upper bound

|pI(I ′)− (p̂)I(I
′)| ≤ ǫ/49 (11)

as this will be useful for the rest of the proof. Using (10) we have

pI(I
′)− (p̂)I(I

′) =
p(I ′)

p(I)
− p̂(I ′)

p̂(I)
≥ p(I ′)

p(I)
− p(I ′) + ∆

p(I)−∆

= −∆ · p(I ′) + p(I)

p(I)(p(I) −∆)
. (12)
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Now using the fact thatp(I ′) ≤ p(I) andp(I) ≥ 99ǫ/(10000k), we get that (12) is at least

−∆ · 2p(I)

(98/99)p(I)2
= −2 · 99∆

98p(I)
≥ −2 · 99∆ · 10000k

98 · 99ǫ = − ǫ

49
.

So we have established the lower boundpI(I
′)− (p̂)I(I

′) ≥ −ǫ/49. For the upper bound, similar reasoning gives

pI(I
′)− (p̂)I(I

′) ≤ ∆ · p(I ′) + p(I)

p(I)(p(I) + ∆)
≤ ∆ · 2p(I)

p(I)2 · (100/99)

≤ ∆ · 2 · 10000k · 99
99ǫ · 100 =

ǫ

50

and so we have shown that|pI(I ′)− (p̂)I(I
′)| ≤ ǫ/49 as desired. Now we proceed to prove the lemma.

We first prove Part 1. Suppose thatpI is non-decreasing anddTV (pI , uI) > ǫ/6. SincepI is monotone and
uI is uniform and both are supported onI, we have that the pdfs forpI anduI have exactly one crossing. An
easy consequence of this is thatdK(pI , uI) = dTV (pI , uI) > ǫ/6. By the definition ofdK and the fact thatpI is
non-decreasing, we get that there exists a pointj ∈ I and an intervalI ′ = [a, j] which is such that

dK(pI , uI) = uI(I
′)− pI(I

′) >
ǫ

6
.

Using (11) we get from this that

uI(I
′)− (p̂)I(I

′) >
ǫ

6
− ǫ

49
>

ǫ

7

and thus ORIENTATION outputs “↑” in Step 3 as claimed.
Now we turn to Part 2 of the lemma. Suppose that ORIENTATION(p̂, I) outputs “↑”. Then it must be the

case that there is an initial intervalI ′ = [a, j] of I that satisfiesuI(I ′) − (p̂)I(I
′) > ǫ

7 . By (11) we have that
uI(I

′) − pI(I
′) > ǫ

7 − ǫ
49 = 6ǫ

49 . But Observation 1 tells us that ifpI were non-increasing then we would have
uI(I

′)− pI(I
′) ≤ 0; sopI cannot be non-increasing, and therefore it must be non-decreasing.

For Part 3, suppose thatpI is non-increasing anddTV (pI , uI) > ǫ/6. First we must show that ORIENTATION

doesnotoutput “↑” in Step 3. SincepI is non-increasing, Observation 1 gives us thatuI(I
′)−pI(I

′) ≤ 0 for every
initial interval I ′ of I. Inequality (11) then givesuI(I ′) − (p̂)I(I

′) ≤ ǫ/49, so ORIENTATION indeed does not
output “↑” in Step 3 (and it reaches Step 4 in its execution). Now arguments exactly analogous to the arguments
for part 1 (but using now the fact thatpI is non-increasing rather than non-decreasing) give that there is an initial
interval I ′ such that(p̂)I(I ′) − uI(I

′) > ǫ
6 − ǫ

49 > ǫ
7 , so ORIENTATION outputs “↓” in Step 4 and Part 3 of the

lemma follows.
Finally, Part 4 of the lemma follows from analogous arguments as Part 2.

D Proof of Proposition 6

We start by defining the transformation, and then prove the necessary lemmas to show that the transformation
yieldsk-modal distributions with the specified increase in supportsize, preservesL1 distance between pairs, and
has the property that samples from the transformed distributions can be simulated given access to samples from
the original distributions.

The transformation proceeds in two phases. In the first phase, the input distributionp is transformed into
a related distributionf with larger support;f has the additional property that the ratio of the probabilities of
consecutive domain elements is bounded. Intuitively the distribution f corresponds to a “reduced distribution”
from Section A. In the second phase, the distributionf is transformed into the final2(k − 1)-modal distribution
g. Both stages of the transformation consist of subdividing each element of the domain of the input distribution
into a set of elements of the output distribution; in the firststage, the probabilities of each element of the set are
chosen according to a geometric sequence, while in the second phase, all elements of each set are given equal
probabilities.

We now define this two-phase transformation and prove Proposition 6.
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Definition 2. Fix ǫ > 0 and a distributionp over [n] such thatpmin ≤ p(i) ≤ pmax for all i ∈ [n]. We define
the distributionfp,ǫ,pmax,pmin in two steps. Letq be the distribution on support[c] with c = 1 + ⌈log1+ǫ pmax −
log1+ǫ pmin⌉ that is defined byq(i) = (1+ ǫ)i−1 ǫ

(1+ǫ)c−1 . The distributionfp,ǫ,pmax,pmin has support[cn], and for

i ∈ [n] andj ∈ [c] it assigns probabilityp(i)q(j) to domain elementc(i− 1) + j.

It is convenient for us to view themod r operator as giving an output in[r], so that “r mod r” equalsr.

Definition 3. We define the distributiongk,p,ǫ,pmax,pmin
from distributionfp,ǫ,pmax,pmin of support[m] via the

following process. Letr = ⌈mk ⌉, and leta1 := 1, and for all i ∈ {2, . . . , r}, let ai := ⌈(1 + ǫ)ai−1⌉. For

eachi ∈ [m], we assign probability
fp,ǫ,pmax,pmin

(i)

ai mod r
to each of theaj support elements in the set{1 + t, 2 +

t, . . . , ai mod r + t}, wheret =
∑i−1

ℓ=1 a(ℓ mod r).

Lemma 11. Givenǫ, pmin, pmax, and access to independent samples from distributionp, one can generate inde-
pendent samples fromfp,ǫ,pmax,pmin and fromgk,p,ǫ,pmax,pmin

.

Proof. To generate a sample according tofp,ǫ,pmax,pmin , one simply takes a samplei ← p and then drawsj ∈ [c]
according to the distributionq as defined in Definition 2 (note that this draw according toq only involvesǫ, pmin

and pmax). We then output the valuec(i − 1) + j. It follows immediately from the above definition that the
distribution of the output value isfp,ǫ,pmax,pmin .

To generate a sample according togk,p,ǫ,pmax,pmin
given a samplei ← fp,ǫ,pmax,pmin , one simply outputs (a

uniformly random) one of thea(i mod r) support elements ofgk,p,ǫ,pmax,pmin
corresponding to the elementi of

fp,ǫ,pmax,pmin . Specifically, if the support offp,ǫ,pmax,pmin is [m], then we output a random element of the set
{1+ t, 2+ t, . . . , ai mod r+ t}, wheret =

∑i−1
ℓ=1 a(ℓ mod r), with aj as defined in Definition 3, andr = ⌈mk ⌉.

Lemma 12. If pmin ≤ p(i) ≤ pmax for all i ∈ [n], then the distributionfp,ǫ,pmax,pmin of Definition 2, with density

f : [cn]→ R, has the property that f(i)f(i−1) ≤ 1+ǫ for all i > 1, and the distributiongk,p,ǫ,pmax,pmin
of Definition 3

is 2(k − 1)-modal.

Proof. Note that the distributionq, with support[c] as defined in Definition 2, has the property thatq(i)/q(i−1) =
1+ ǫ for all i ∈ {2, . . . , c}, and thusf(ℓ)/f(ℓ− 1) = 1+ ǫ for anyℓ satisfying(ℓ mod c) 6= 1. For valuesℓ that
are 1 modc, we have

f(ℓ)

f(ℓ− 1)
=

p(i+ 1)

p(i)(1 + ǫ)c−1
≤ p(i+ 1)pmin

p(i)pmax
≤ 1.

Given this property offp,ǫ,pmax,pmin , we now establish thatgk,p,ǫ,pmax,pmin
is monotone decreasing on each of

thek equally sized contiguous regions of its domain. First consider the casek = 1; given a support elementj, let
i be such thatj ∈ {1 +∑i−1

ℓ=1 aℓ, . . . , ai +
∑i−1

ℓ=1 aℓ}. We thus have that

g1,p,ǫ,pmax,pmin(j) =
fp,ǫ,pmax,pmin(i)

ai
≤ (1 + ǫ)fp,ǫ,pmax,pmin(i− 1)

ai
≤ fp,ǫ,pmax,pmin(i− 1)

ai−1
≤ g1,p,ǫ,pmax,pmin(j−1),

and thusg1,p,ǫ,pmax,pmin is indeed 0-modal since it is monotone non-increasing. Fork > 1 the above arguments
apply to each of thek equally-sized contiguous regions of the support, so there are 2(k − 1) modes, namely the
local maxima occurring at the right endpoint of each region,and the local minima occurring at the left endpoint of
each region.

Lemma 13. For any distributionsp, p′ with support[n], and anyǫ, pmax, pmin, we have that

dTV (p, p
′) = dTV

(
fp,ǫ,pmax,pmin , fp′,ǫ,pmax,pmin

)
= dTV

(
gk,p,ǫ,pmax,pmin

, gk,p′,ǫ,pmax,pmin

)
.
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Proof. Both equalities follow immediately from the fact that the transformations of Definitions 2 and 3 partition
each element of the input distribution in a manner that is oblivious to the probabilities. To illustrate, letting
c = 1 + ⌈log1+ǫ pmax − log1+ǫ pmin⌉, and lettingq be as in Definition 2, we have the following:

dTV

(
fp,ǫ,pmax,pmin , fp′,ǫ,pmax,pmin

)
=

∑
i∈[n],j∈[c]

q(j)|p(i) − p′(i)|

=
∑
i∈[n]

|p(i)− p′(i)|.

Lemma 14. If p has support[n], then for anyǫ < 1/2, the distributiongk,p,ǫ,pmax,pmin
is supported on[N ], where

N is at mostk e
8n
k (1+log(pmax/pmin))

ǫ2
.

Proof. The support offp,ǫ,pmax,pmin is n(1 + ⌈log1+ǫ pmax − log1+ǫ pmin⌉) ≤ n
(
2 + log(pmax/pmin)

log(1+ǫ)

)
. Letting

a1 := 1 andb1 := ⌈1ǫ ⌉, and definingai := ⌈ai−1(1 + ǫ)⌉, andbi := ⌈bi−1(1 + ǫ)⌉, we have thatai ≤ bi for all i.
Additionally, bi+1/bi ≤ 1+2ǫ, since allbi ≥ 1/ǫ, and thus the ceiling operation can increase the value of(1+ ǫ)bi
by at mostǫbi. Putting these two observations together, we have

m∑
i=1

ai ≤
m∑
i=1

bi ≤
(1 + 2ǫ)m+1

2ǫ2
.

For anyǫ ≤ 1/2, we have that the support ofgk,p,1/2,pmax,pmin
is at most

k
(1 + 2ǫ)

⌈

n
k

(

2+
log(pmax/pmin)

log(1+ǫ)

)⌉

ǫ2
≤ k

(1 + 2ǫ)
2n
k

(

2+4
log(pmax/pmin)

2ǫ

)

ǫ2

≤ k
(1 + 2ǫ)

1
2ǫ(

8n
k
(1+log(pmax/pmin)))

ǫ2

≤ k
e

8n
k
(1+log(pmax/pmin))

ǫ2
.

Proof of Proposition 6.The proof is now a simple matter of assembling the above parts. Given a distribution
D over pairs of distributions of support[n], as specified in the proposition statement, the distributionDk is
defined via the process of taking(p, p′) ← D, then applying the transformation of Definitions 2 and 3 with
ǫ = 1/2 and to yield a pair

(
gk,p,1/2,pmax,pmin

, gk,p′,1/2,pmax,pmin

)
. We claim that thisDk satisfies all the prop-

erties claimed in the proposition statement. Specifically,Lemmas 12 and 14, respectively, ensure that every dis-
tribution in the support ofDk has at most2(k − 1) modes, and has support size at most4ke

8n
k
(1+log(pmax/pmin)).

Additionally, Lemma 13 guarantees that the transformationpreservesL1 distance, namely, for two distributions
p, p′ with support[n], we haveL1(p, p

′) = L1(gk,p,1/2,pmax,pmin
, gk,p′,1/2,pmax,pmin

). Finally, Lemma 11 guar-
antees that, givens independent samples fromp, one can simulate drawings independent samples according
to gk,p,1/2,pmax,pmin

. Assuming for the sake of contradiction that one had an algorithm that could distinguish
whetherL1(gk,p,1/2,pmax,pmin

, gk,p′,1/2,pmax,pmin
) is less thanǫ1 versus greater thanǫ2 with the desired probability

given s samples, one could takes samples from distributions(p, p′) ← D, simulatehaving drawn them from
gk,p,1/2,pmax,pmin

andgk,p′,1/2,pmax,pmin
, and then run the hypothesized tester algorithm on those samples, and out-

put the answer, which will be the same for(p, p′) as for(gk,p,1/2,pmax,pmin
, gk,p′,1/2,pmax,pmin

). This contradicts
the assumption that no algorithm with these success parameters exists for(p, p′)← D.
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E Proof of Theorem 5

We first note that we can assume thatǫ > 1/n. Otherwise, the decomposition of[n] into singleton intervals
Ii = {i}, i ∈ [n], trivially satisfies the statement of the theorem. Indeed, in this case we have that(1/ǫ) · log n > n
andpf ≡ p.

We first describe the oblivious decomposition and then show that it satisfies the statement of the theorem.
The decompositionI will be a partition of[n] into ℓ nonempty consecutive intervalsI1, . . . , Iℓ. In particular, for
j ∈ [ℓ], we haveIj = [nj−1 + 1, nj ] with n0 = 0 andnℓ = n. The lengthof intervalIi, denoted byli, is defined
to be the cardinality ofIi, i.e.,li = |Ii|. (Given that the intervals are disjoint and consecutive, tofully define them
it suffices to specify their lengths.)

We can assume wlog thatn and1/ǫ are each at least sufficiently large universal constants. The interval lengths
are defined as follows. Letℓ ∈ Z

+ be the smallest integer such that

ℓ∑
i=1
⌊(1 + ǫ)i⌋ ≥ n.

For i = 1, 2, . . . , ℓ− 1 we define
li := ⌊(1 + ǫ)i⌋.

For theℓ-th interval, we set

lℓ := n−
ℓ−1∑
i=1

li.

It follows from the aforementioned definition that the number ℓ of intervals in the decomposition is at most

O ((1/ǫ) · log(1 + ǫ · n)) .

Let p be any non-increasing distribution over[n]. We will now show that the above described decomposition
satisfies

dTV (pf , p) = O(ǫ)

wherepf is the flattened distribution corresponding top and the partitionI = {Ii}ℓi=1. We can write

dTV (pf , p) = (1/2) ·
n∑

i=1
|pf (i)− p(i)| =

ℓ∑
j=1

dTV

(
(pf )

Ij , pIj
)

wherepI denotes the (sub-distribution) restriction ofp overI.
Let Ij = [nj−1 + 1, nj ] with lj = |Ij | = nj − nj−1. Then we have that

dTV

(
(pf )

Ij , pIj
)
= (1/2) ·

nj∑
i=nj−1+1

|pf (i)− p(i)| .

Recall thatpf is by definition constant within eachIj and in particular equal tōpjf =
∑nj

i=nj−1+1 p(i)/lj . Also

recall thatp is non-increasing, hencep(nj−1) ≥ p(nj−1+1) ≥ p̄jf ≥ p(nj). Therefore, we can bound from above
the variation distance withinIj as follows

dTV

(
(pf )

Ij , pIj
)
≤ lj · (p(nj−1 + 1)− p(nj)) ≤ lj · (p(nj−1)− p(nj)) .

So, we have

dTV (pf , p) ≤
ℓ∑

j=1
lj · (p(nj−1)− p(nj)) . (13)

To bound the above quantity we analyze summands withlj < 1/ǫ and withlj ≥ 1/ǫ separately.
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Formally, we partition the set of intervalsI1, . . . , Iℓ into “short” intervals and “long intervals” as follows:
If any interval Ij satisfieslj ≥ 1/ǫ, then letj0 ∈ Z

+ be the largest integer such thatlj0 < 1/ǫ; otherwise
we have that every intervalIj satisfieslj < 1/ǫ, and in this case we letj0 = ℓ. If j0 < ℓ then we have that
j0 = Θ((1/ǫ) · log2(1/ǫ)). Let S = {Ii}j0i=1 denote the set ofshort intervals and letL denote its complement
L = I \ S.

Consider the short intervals and cluster them intogroupsaccording to their length; that is, a group contains all
intervals inS of the same length. We denote byGi the ith group, which by definition contains all intervals inS
of lengthi; note that these intervals are consecutive. Thecardinality of a group (denoted by| · |) is the number of
intervals it contains; thelengthof a group is the number of elements it contains (i.e. the sum of the lengths of the
intervals it contains).

Note thatG1 (the group containing all singleton intervals) has|G1| = Ω(1/ǫ) (this follows from the assumption
that 1/ǫ < n). HenceG1 has lengthΩ(1/ǫ). Let j∗ < 1/ǫ be the maximum length of any short interval inS.
It is easy to verify that each groupGj for j ≤ j∗ is nonempty, and that for allj ≤ j∗ − 1, we have|Gj | =
Ω((1/ǫ) · (1/j)), which implies that the length ofGj isΩ(1/ǫ).

To bound the contribution to (13) from the short intervals, we consider the corresponding sum for each group,
and use the fact thatG1 makes no contribution to the error. In particular, the contribution of the short intervals is

j∗∑
l=2

l ·
(
p−l − p+l

)
(14)

wherep−l (resp. p+l ) is the probability mass of the leftmost (resp. rightmost) point in Gl. Given thatp is non-
increasing, we have thatp+l ≥ p−l+1. Therefore, we can upper bound (14) by

2 · p+1 +
j∗−1∑
l=2

p+l − j∗ · p+j∗ .

Now note thatp+1 = O(ǫ) · p(G1), sinceG1 has length (total number of elements)Ω(1/ǫ) andp is non-increasing.
Similarly, for l < j∗, we have thatp+l = O(ǫ) · p(Gl), sinceGl has lengthΩ(1/ǫ). Therefore, the above quantity
can be upper bounded by

O(ǫ) · p(G1) +O(ǫ) ·
j∗−1∑
l=2

p(Gl)− j∗ · p+j∗ = O(ǫ) · p(S)− j∗ · p+j∗. (15)

We consider two cases: The first case is thatL = ∅. In this case, we are done because the above expression (15) is
O(ǫ). The second case is thatL 6= ∅ (we note in passing that in this case the total number of elements in all short
intervals isΩ(1/ǫ2), which means that we must haveǫ = Ω(1/

√
n)). In this case we bound the contribution of the

long intervals using the same argument as Birgé. In particular, the contribution of the long intervals is

ℓ∑
j=j0+1

lj · (p(nj−1)− p(nj)) ≤ (j∗ + 1) · p+j∗ +
ℓ−1∑

j=j0+1
(lj+1 − lj) · p(nj). (16)

Given thatlj+1 − lj ≤ (2ǫ) · lj and
∑

j lj · p(nj) ≤ p(L), it follows that the second summand in (16) is at
mostO(ǫ) · p(L). Therefore, the total variation distance betweenp andpf is at most (15) + (16), i.e.

O(ǫ) · p(S) +O(ǫ) · p(L) + p+j∗ . (17)

Finally, note thatp(L) + p(S) = 1 andp+j∗ = O(ǫ). (The latter holds becausep+j∗ is the probability mass of the
rightmost point inS; recall thatS has length at least1/ǫ andp is decreasing.) This implies that (17) is at most
O(ǫ), and this completes the proof of Theorem 5.
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F Bounding variation distance

As noted above, our tester will work by decomposing the interval [n] into sub-intervals. The following lemma will
be useful for us; it bounds the variation distance between two distributionsp andq in terms of howp andq behave
on the sub-intervals in such a decomposition.

Lemma 15. Let [n] be partitioned intoI1, . . . , Ir. Letp, q be two distributions over[n]. Then

dTV (p, q) ≤
1

2

r∑
j=1
|p(Ij)− q(Ij)|+

r∑
j=1

p(Ij) · dTV (pIj , qIj). (18)

Proof. Recall thatdTV (p, q) =
1
2

∑n
i=1 |p(i)− q(i)|. To prove the claim it suffices to show that

1

2

∑
i∈I1

|p(i)− q(i)| ≤ 1

2
|p(I1)− q(I1)|+ p(I1) · dTV (pI1 , qI1). (19)

We assume thatp(I1) ≤ q(I1) and prove (19) under this assumption. This gives the bound ingeneral since if
p(I1) > q(I1) we have

1

2

∑
i∈I1

|p(i)− q(i)| ≤ |p(I1)− q(I1)|+ q(I1) · dTV (pI1 , qI1) < |p(I1)− q(I1)|+ p(I1) · dTV (pI1 , qI1)

where the first inequality is by (19). The triangle inequality gives us

|p(i)− q(i)| ≤
∣∣∣∣p(i)− q(i) · p(I1)

q(I1)

∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣q(i) ·

p(I1)

q(I1)
− q(i)

∣∣∣∣ .

Summing this over alli ∈ I1 we get

1

2

∑
i∈I1

|p(i)− q(i)| ≤ 1

2

∑
i∈I1

∣∣∣∣p(i)− q(i) · p(I1)
q(I1)

∣∣∣∣+
1

2

∑
i∈I1

∣∣∣∣q(i) ·
p(I1)

q(I1)
− q(i)

∣∣∣∣ .

We can rewrite the first term on the RHS as

1

2

∑
i∈I1

∣∣∣∣p(i)− q(i) · p(I1)
q(I1)

∣∣∣∣ = p(I1) ·
1

2

∑
i∈I1

∣∣∣∣
p(i)

p(I1)
− q(i)

q(I1)

∣∣∣∣ = p(I1) ·
1

2

∑
i∈I1

|pI1(i)− qI1(i)|

= p(I1) · dTV (pI1 , qI1)

so to prove the desired bound it suffices to show that

1

2

∑
i∈I1

∣∣∣∣q(i) ·
p(I1)

q(I1)
− q(i)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ |p(I1)− q(I1)|. (20)

We have ∣∣∣∣q(i) ·
p(I1)

q(I1)
− q(i)

∣∣∣∣ = q(i) ·
∣∣∣∣
p(I1)

q(I1)
− 1

∣∣∣∣

and hence we have

1

2

∑
i∈I1

∣∣∣∣q(i) ·
p(I1)

q(I1)
− q(i)

∣∣∣∣ =
1

2

∑
i∈I1

q(i) ·
∣∣∣∣
p(I1)

q(I1)
− 1

∣∣∣∣ =
1

2
q(I1) ·

∣∣∣∣
p(I1)

q(I1)
− 1

∣∣∣∣ =
1

2
|p(I1)− q(I1)|.

So we indeed have (20) as required, and the lemma holds.
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